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ABSTRACT
This report describes the accomplishments of the

National Adult Literacy Project, funded by the National Institute of
Education from September 1983 to March 1985 as part of the Adult
Literacy Initiative. The project's goal--to assemble and report
current information on literacy issues--was achieved through three
component efforts: information dissemination and technical
assistance, research And development (R&D), and policy analysis.
Chapter I describes the first component; tasks included (1)
'development of an organizing model for literacy programs; (2)

collection of program information (through surveys of 375 nominated
programs and site visits to 32); and (3) a two-day national
conference on the state-of-the-art of literacy instruction. The R&D
component outlined in chapter II involved developing a guide to
qualitative data collection and an interview guide, site visits,
aralysis of information from 213 programs, preparation of four
research monographs, and creation of an R&D agenda. In the policy
analysis phase (chapter III), a compendium of demographic and
statistical information on adult literacy characteristics was
compiled; a synthesis of the conference presentations was assembled;
and a white paper was prepared, discussing problems and issues
affecting policy and decision making for adult literacy. Appendixes
to this report include the agenda of the National Adult Literacy
Conference, the interview guide, a program practice profile, the
codebook used for program data analysis, the R &D agenda survey, the
call for authors for the white paper, and a list of references.
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Forward

The National Tdult Literacy Project }ALP) sponsored by the

National Institute of Education (NIE), Washington, DC, is one

component of The Secretary's Initiative on Adult Literacy,

launched by Preptdent Reagan and Secretary Bell. Work began on

NALP in September 1983 by the Far West Laboratory and The

NETWORK, Inc., and ended March, 1985.

The Initiative is designed to build public awareness about

the problem of illiteracy and to promote collaboration between

the public and private sectors for the expansion and improvement

of the quality of adult literacy training. As part of this'

effort, the National Adult Literacy project developed a number of

reports for policy and decision-makers and literacy practitioner)

and providers.

A number of people throughout the country contributed their

time and effort to the development of these documents and al-

though too numerous to name individually, I would like to thank

all of them for their contributions and support. Thanks also to

the many consultants and experts who served as advisors to the

project. They offered their expertise, shared their insights,

and made suggestions that sent us back to the planning table

several times. And finally, a special thank you to our project

monitor, Michael Brunner. He made the challenge of NALP do-able,
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and completion of the project possible because of his patience,

support and the many helpful suggestions he offered throUghout

the operation of the project.

C.

Margaret Robin3on

Project Director, FWL
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Introduction

This report describes the accomplishments of the National

Adult Literacy Project, a collaborative effort between the Far

,.West Laboratory and the NETWORK, Inc. from September 30, 1983 to

March 31, 1985. The project, funded by NIE for 14 months, was

carried out over an la month period. The project was one compo-.

nent of the President's (1983) Initi).ative on Adult Literacy.

Need for the project was established by the Department of

Education who felt it was important to organize the infinite
___)

.

amount of information about methods of literacy instruction to

help improve literacy practice and service. Literacy instruction

programs number in the thousands. They are offered by public and

private organizations who use a variety of instructional methods

and materials in response to the various needs of students enrol-

led in literacy programs. kdult illiteracy has reached a stage

of crisis. t is nationwide, and cuts across all economic and

geographic bo ndaries of our society. It ranges in scope from

millions of adults who can't read a job adVertisment,to college

freshmen who need to enroll in remedial reading and writing

courses. Yet, despite the publicity surrounding this issue, few

efforts haVe focused on a nationwide solution to the problem of

illiteracy faced by many Americans.

As recently as 1983, the Department of Education put the

number of functional illiterates at 26 million, with an addi-

tional 45 million at the marginal level. The problem is complex.

The dilemma reaches beyond the classroom, and only a small por-

tion of the population in need of improved literacy skills is

u
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being served. Recent studies also indicate,that the gap ccltin-

ues to increase between segments pf the?-pdtpulatibn in .need and

services available (Rader, 1983).

Determining who the adult illiterate is depends on how

literacy is defined. When defined on the basis of grade level -

completion of eight grade, or high school - there is, according

to 1985 Census Statistics a definite correlation between low

level education and membership in an ethnic or linguPitic'minori-

ty group. The same data also indicate a link between literacy

(by grade level completion) and economic level.

Despite these linkages between educational level and income,

only 4.25% of adults with less than a high school diploma are

involved in adult education programs (NACAE, 1977). Of those

learners generally identified as needing improved literacy

skills, a variety of needs exists. Common to all groups of

functional illiterates however, is the need to reduce the stigma

attached to illiteracy.

Ad41t education prograMs, as they currently exist, are only

pirt of the solution. Many adults are'falling further behind-in

the race to acquire the skills necessary for living in a techno-

logical society, and young people who failed to acquire these

skills while in school are dropping out or graduating from high

school without them. Adult basic education programs do not

generally have the resources and organizational support to meet

tha needs of this unskilled population. More importantly, their

efforts are not coordinated to promote a sharing of existing

resources, to access information on effective programmatic or

N..
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instructional practices, or to increase the capacity of programs

to serve the educatibnally underserved adults. A study-conducted

by the Ford Foundation (1979) concluded that adult illiterates
VIM

were "vastly underserved" and proposqd that a major shift in

educational policy was needed to serve the needs of disadvantaged

adults,

A-hew emphasis on literacy instruction was reflected in the

President's Initiative on Adult Literacy (1983). The Initiative

was designed to promote the use of existing resources and to

strengthen collaborations between the public and private sectors

to increase the availability of literacy instructions to those

adults seeking to gain or to improve their literacy skills. A

component of the Literacy Initiative was the National Adult'

Literacy Pioject.

The goal of the project was to pull together the best infor-

mation available on literacy issues and to report it to a wide

audience. To accomplish this goal, project staff engaged in the

following tasks.

Task 1. Established a model for organizing information about

adult literacy instruction

Task 2. Convened a Conference of adult literacy research and

training specialists

Task 3. Used the organizing model to identify, classify, and

review programs and techniques in adult literacy

instruction

Task 4. Used the organizing model and information about existing

efforts to identify gaps and information needs in adult



literacy instruction (R&D Agenda)
O

Task 5. Disseminated information about adult literacy instruction

to aid adult lite;acy training programs

Task 6. Conducted.select4ve research and development projects

Task 7. Analyied and reported on issues and trends in adult liter-

acy instruction

Because of the interlatedness of the tasks, they were fur-

ther divided into three program compOnents 1) InforMation, disse-

mination and technical assistance, 2) research and development

and 3) policy analysis. These three components served as the

thrust to operationalize the program, and project activities are

reported by components.
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Chapter I

Information Dissemination and Technical Assistance Component

Because each of the major components was closely linked (see

model) and each received information from the other two at key

stages in the project, a delay in the first activity caused a

delay in the completion of subsequent activities and completion

of the project. What follows is a breakdown of project activi-
o-

ties by component as they were carried out over an 18 month

period.

A functional model derived from both the theoretical work of

George Eyster and current research findings was developed for

identifying, organizing, classifying and analyzing information on

instructional practices in literacy programs. Other factors also

thought to be critical and to influence successful acquisition of

literacy skills by adult learners were also incorporated into to

model.

The model uses a matrix checklist to organize program infor-

mation by program component and organizational sector. A "Prac-

tice Profile" methodology was used to determine which components

were relevant to and appropriate for adult literacy programs

based on a precise list of implementation requirements and useful

resources needed by potential program adopters. (The Practice

Profile is an "all purpose tool" useful for program communica-

tion, staff development, evaluation and improvement. The

"Practice Profile" was developed by The NETWORK, Inc., and the

University of Texas Research and Development Center.) The

6
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horizontal axis of the checklist indicates eight components iden-

tified as likely program components in adult literacy programs.

They include:

1. Recruitment -- the methods used for enrollment.

2. Orientation and Counseling -- the process used to

determine if the program is appropriate for the learner.

3. Learner Diagnostic Testing -- the process used to

determine learner placement level.

4. Instructional Methods -- the process by which instruc-

tion is delivered.

5. Instructional Materials -- the process of developing,

selecting, and utilizing materials.

6. Assessment of Learner Skills -- the process of on-going

tasting of learner progress in the program.

7. Follow-Up of Learners -- the process of determin)ng

what happens to learners when they complete the program.

8. Program Evaluation -- the process (internal and external)

of determining whether the program is achieving its goal.

While it was determined that adult literacy programs would

not necessarily heAre all the program components identified, they

would have some of these components and some components in each

program would be more successful than others. Consequently staff

and project advisors agreed, that it was important to assess each

program component for success factors rather than the entire

program.



Six organizational sectors were also agreed upon for the

vertical axis of the checkli.t. Because of the variety of liter-

acy programs and the amount of overlap in their organizational

structures, an organizational sector was defined as an institu-

tional base through which services were delivered. The six

organizational sectors finally agreed upon, with approval from

senior project advisors, were thought to best represent the types

of literacy programs in operation. Programs who were contacted

and responded to the survey were listed under each sector head-

ing. Organizational sectors included programs in local and state

administered agencies (e.g. ABE/ESL), employment and training

programs, (e.g. JTPA) correctional programs; community-based

programs (e.g. volunteer, library, church, social service agen-

cies); military programs; and programs located on community col-

lege (Post-Secondary) campuses.

In addition to program components and organizational sec-

tors, the matrix also indicated by code, the literacy level (1-4)

of adult learners enrolled in the program. An abridged version

of the checklist presented here was used to gather initial infor-

mation from all 375 nominated program.
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ORGANIZING MODEL FOR LITERACY
PROGRAMS

SECTORS

1. Program
Management &
Operations

2. Recruitment,
Counseling 6
Orientation

3. Student
Diagnostic
Testing

4. Assessment

of Student
Skills

5. Instructional
Delivery and
Management

S- stem

6. Instructional
Methods and
Materials

7. Program
Evaluation

8. Student
Follow-up
System

A. Public ABE
1.(Program Names)
2.

3.

and so forth

(Level.; of

1. Functiiially
2. Moderat?ly

Literate
3. Functioially
4. Illiterate

_iteracy)
Literate

Functional'y

Illiterate

....

B. Employment &
Train nq
l.(Program Names)
2.

3.

and so forth

We would indicate
number what
they address.

by a co(e
levels of literacy

'I'

C. Correctional

D. C 7munity-Based 0

E. Military

F. Voluntary

G. Institutions of
Higher Ed. .

H. ESL
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COLLECTING PROCRAM INFORMATION FOR THE ORGANIZING MODEL

Program Nominations

A letter soliciting nominations of literacy programs charac-

terized as incorporating or exemplifying "promising practices"

was mailed to project advisors, state adult basic education

directors, and members of the Coalition for Literacy. These..

literacy experts were asked to nominate programs based on three

broad guidelines:

1. Programs were successful in one, soma, or all of the

following areas: recruitment, retention and results

however measured.

2. Programs deserved emulation in genGral.

3. Programs were especially strong in two or more of the

following program components: orientation and counsel-

ing, learner diagnostic testing, instructional methods,

instructional materials, assessment of learner skills,

learner follow-up, and program evaluation.

A second mailing was conducted to voluntary resettlement

agencies, state corrections officers, and L melists who had par-

ticipated in the NAL January Conference to ensure that nomina-

tions were represented for all organizational sectors. Of the

118 program nominations received by mid-February, the majority

represented state or local education agencies and community-based

programs - only two of the organizational sectors. To increase

the response of other nominated programs, those who had not

10 19



responded to the request for nominations were mailed a postcard

to remind them and to request their responses. This was followed

by a telephone call. This strategy increased the number of

nominations from 118 to 195.

Still, employment and training and correctional programs

were under represented. These as well as corporate programs

required searching thrzugh documents, the literature_and persis-

tent phone calls to produce significant leads and contacts to

increase their representat:In in the pool of nominated programs.

The cut off date for program nominations was the end of

March. By that time, all of the 52 states surveyed, with the

exception of Nevada, Arkansas and Iowa were represented in the

pool of 335 nominated programs.

State/Local Education Agencies 130

Community Based Programs 93

Employment and Training Programs 50

Corrections Programs 15

Military Programs 15

Postsecondary Programs 32

335

Prugram Nominations by Sector -- March 23, 1984

As program nominations arrived, an information sheet for

each program was completed and filed in a large notebook under

the appropriate organizational sector. This system provided a



quick reference for program data, and also included additional

information of: who nominated the program, number of times the

program was nominated, anU how nominators had ranked each pro-

gram.

Program Surveys

Nominated programs were mailed survey packets the last week

in February (see appendix ). The packets contained a letter of

-4k
introduction about the project and the reason for the survey, the

survey instrument, a checklist for program materials, a postcard

to be mailed back immediately to indicate when the survey could

be returned, and a stamped addressed return envelope. All pro-

grams were asked-to return their surveys within two weeks.

Because of time constraints and because April 30, was selected as

the cut-off date, surveys received as late as July were not

included in the study.

Of those who responded, response was enthusiastic. Most

programs appeared eager,to provide information. The majority

responded with cJamples of instructional materials, brochures,

newspaper articles, samples of student work, inservice guides and

various program forms. These programs not reLponding within a

week of the date promised, received follow-up telephone calls.

Site Selection

Surveys were mailed to 375 nominated programs. Three hund-

red, fifty programs responded. To determine 1-,hich sites would

be selected for site selection a "Site Selection Process" was

developed based on:

12
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1. information provided on the Survey (5 points)

2. descriptions and/or examples of instructional

materials and (5 points)

3. level of student retention (2 points)

Each program was assessed and sorted using these criteria.

Phase I of the site selection proatss involved sorting through

and evaluating programs using the following guidelines:

- 1 point for a clearly stated philosophy/mission that

emerged frc'Al program component descriptions.

- 1 point for detailed answers to all survey question.J.

That is, not only what they did but how and why.

- 1 point for clear, etailed information on staff

development.

Criteria for Evaluating Program Survey Responses

1. Descriptior of/inservice/sessions which may train teachers

in:

o preservice program goals

o program philosophy,

o preferred teaching methods.

o variety of approaches

o recordkeeping procedures

o testing procedures

o characteristics of adult learners

2. Description of follow-up training which may include:

o regular group meetings with director, or head teacher

o regular one-on-one sessions with director



- 1 point was awarded for an articulate response to Question 4

on the survey.

Criteria for Evaluating Program Survey Responses - Question 4

Rationale:

outstanding programs met some of the criteria below.

These criteria were developed from an examination of randomly

sampled program descriptions and materials received from nomi-

nated programs.

Component Responses which indicate clear, detailed

information

1. Recruitment 1. Explanation of how the program

informs the community about its ser-

vices and how it recruits students.

2. Orientation/ 2. Description of

Counseling a. any organized activity which

involves the student in setting

personal and/or program goals

'b. recordkeeping procedures to

indicate student interests/

abilities.

3. Diagnostic 3. Description of

Te,ting a. a combination (rather than one)

of instruments used to determine

student strengths, and weaknesses

b. methods to diagnose separate

skills rather than use of one



grade level score as pre/post-

test measure

c. dialrosis of other skills in addi-

tion to academic (learning style,

self concept) needs:

4. Teaching 4. Description of a

Methods a. variety of methods teachers use

5. Teaching

Materials

6. Assessment

to meet learner needs

b. differing methods teachers use to

meet needs of beginning, inter-

mediate and advanced learners.

5. Description of

a. commercial materials which are

appropriate for adults

b. teacher made materials which are

used entirely or as supplementary

materials

c. materials which help students

apply, rather than just "prac-

tice" skills.

d. materials which are designed to

integrate and reinforde reading,

writing and oral communication

skills

e. materials which build higher

level critical thinking skills.

6. Description of

15
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.7. Learner

Follow-Up

8. Evaluation

a. records of learner progress

b. records of teacher lesson plans,

learner goals, methods and

materials used

c. skill checklists u d to supple-

ment
sk

ment diagnostic ting

d. other measures of "success" in

addition to test data.

7. Description of any methods' used to

track learners after they leave the

program (whether learners have or

have not met goals).

8. Description of

a. any evaluation instrument or

methods used

b. criteria used to evaluate

programs.

- 1 point for Question 5 on the Survey.

A point was awarded for a program's careful and thoughtful

response here.

Total possible points on the survey = 5 points.

Program materials were reviewed, assessed and awarded points

according to the following point.system:

- 1 point for a cJear description of instructional materials

and how they are used in the survey.

16
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- 4 points if an example was pfovided for each of 6-8 com-

ponents which support what was said in the survey.

- 3 points if an example was provide&for each of 3-5

components which support what was said in the survey.

- 1,point if an example was provided for each of 1-2 com-

ponents which support what was said in the survey.

Total possible points for instructional materials = 5 points.

An additional 2 points were awarded for the following

responses to Question 3 in the survey:

- 1 point for a no response.to part a. 41,

- 1 point for a dropout rate of 30% or less.

NOTE: A program Could have eaid that retention was a

problem (yes), and theroZore, they would not

receive a point on the first condition. But

they received 1 point on this second item, (if

even with a yes) they still quoted a dropout

rate of 30% or less.

Total possible points = 2 points

Total program assessment = 1" points

Phase II involved sorting programs into their appkopriate group

by the number of points awarded.

//
Group 1 - Those programs with 12 points total.

Group 2 - Those programs with 9-11 points total.

Group 3 - Those programs with 6-8 points total.



Programs falling outside of the range of points awarded,

were eliminated from the site selection process. Because of the
4

uncertainty regarding the number of programs to be classified in

Group 2, programs in group 2 and 3 served as backup groups to

group 1.

Groups 1, 2, and 3 were further sorted according to the

following criteria:

1. large programs/systems

2. organizational sectors

3. geographic location

4. program type

5. reading level

Using this site selection process, thirty-four programs were

selected.for site visits (see NALP sites) from the programs who

returned questionnaires. Thirty-two of the 34 programs are fea-

tured as exemplary programs in The Guidebook For Effective

Literacy Practice. Thirty-two sites were visited instead of the

24 sites originally proposed, to ensure that adequate data would

be gathered for the field study.



CUMULATIVE POINTS FORM

PROGRAM SURVEY

(1 point) clear philosophy/mission

(1 point) detailed answers in general

(1 point) question 2

(1 point) question 4

(1 point) question 5

Total Points

PROGRAM MATERIALS

(1 point) clear description of materials

(4 points) 6-8 examples

(3 points) 3-5 examples

(1 point) 1-2 examples

RETENTION

(1 point) retention not a problem

(1 point) dropout rate of 30% or less

Total Foints

Grand Total



NALP PROGRAM SITES

PROGRAM/CONTACT SECTOR
PROGRAM
EMPHASIS

READING
LEVEL

I

RESEARCHED
BY

JENOIA DISTRICT ADULT SCHOOL
Broadway and Brewster
Redwood City, CA 94063
Cuba Miller (415) 369-6809

State/LEA ESL/
Basic Skills

All FWL

PORTLAND ADULT COMMUNITY EDUCATION
68 High Street
Portland, ME 04103
Kathleen Lee (207) 780-4215

State/LEA ESL/
Basic Skills

0-3/4-7 NETWORK

FRANKLIN. COUNTY ABE PROGRAM
15 Middle Stgreet
Farmingtcn, ME 04938
Claude Vachon (207) 778-3460

State/LEA Basic Skills 6-9 NETWORK

LOWELL ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM
_Nell High School
Kirk Street
..c*ell, MA 01852

Frederick Assad Abisi (617) 458-9007

State/LEA Basic Skills -8-12 NETWORK

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE ABE PROGRAM
206 Wilkins Street
Greenville, SC 29665
W.D. Taylor (803) 232-2429

State/LEA All 6-9 NETWORK

LUTHERAN SETTLEMENT HOUSE WOMEN'S
PROGRAM

10 East Oxford Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19125
Katherine Reilly (215) 426-8610

Community-
Based

Basic Skills 4-7 NETWORK

REFUGEE LINK PROGRAM
525 North Seventh Street
Phoenix, AZ 85006
Nancy Meyers (602) 257-2900

Community-
Based

ESL N/A FWL



NALP PROGRAM SITES

PROGRAM/CONTACT SECTOR
PROGRAM
EMPHASIS

READING
LEVEL

RESEARCHED
BY

PUSH LITERACY ACTION NOW (MAN)
2311 18th Street,-N.W.
Washington, D.0 20009
Mike Fox (202) 387-7775

Community-
Based

Basic Skills
GED

0-3 NETWORK

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF NEW YORK CITY
200 West 70th Street
New York, NY 10023
Karen Griswold (212) 663-7200

Community-
Based

Basic Skills 0-3 NETWORK

BANK STREET BASIC SKILLS ACADEMY
610 West 112th Street
New York, NY 10025
Virginia Kwarta (212) 663-7200

Community-
Based

Job Training 4-7 NETWORK

LAFAYETTE ADULT READING ACADEMY
604 North Seventh Street
Lafayette, IN 47901
JoAnn Forst (317) 742-1595

Community-
Based

All 4-12 NETWORK

LANGUAGE LEARNING CENTER--L.A.
COUNTY P.L.

7400 East Imperial Highway
Downey , CA 90242

Community-
Based

ESL/
Basic Skills

0-7 FWL

BASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGRAM -

ARMY

Fort Bragg, NC 28307
Rebecca Wilson (919) 396-6982

Military Basic Skills 6-8 NETWORK

JOB-ORIENTED BASIC SKILLS (JOBS) -
NAVY

San Diego, CA 92133
R.L. Ferris (619) 225-4544

Military Basic Skills
Job Training

8-12 FWL

ACADEMIC REMEDIAL TRAINING (ART) -
NAVY

San Diego, CA 92133
D.W. Richie (619) 225-3436

Military ESL/
Basic Skills

4-7 FWL
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NALP PROGRAM SITES

PROGRAM/CONTACT SECTOR
PROGRAM

EMPHASIS

DIRECTIONS IN ADULT LEARNING -
AIR FORCE

Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731
Pattela C. Bucher (617) 861-2026

Military ESL

AMERICAN PREPARATORY INSTITUTE -
NAVY

Philadelphia, PA

Military All

NEBRASKA CENTER FOR WOMEN - ABE
Route 1
York, NE 68467
Janice Axdahl (402) 362-3317

Corrections Basic Skills
Vocational

'COOLIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
South Dakota State Penitentiary
Sioux Falls, SD 57117
Lloyd E. Stivers (605) 339-6769

Corrections GED
H.S. Diploma

LITERARY VOLUNTEERS - SINS SING
PENITENTIARY

354 Hunter Street
Ossinging, NY 10562
Christine Mottle (914) 941-010.:

Corrections ESL/
Basic Skills

1

LITERACY COUNCIL OF CAMP HILL S.C.I.
Camp Hill, PA 17011

Lamont Harris (717) 737-4531

Corrections ESL/
Basic Skills

SAN DIEGO C.C. CONTINUING CENTER
5350 University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92105
Autumn Keltner (619) 230-2144

Post- Vocational
Secondary

*FIVE SCHOOL AB/CE CONSORTIUM
1851 Highway 169 Ea:t
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
Lynette Eck (218) 327-1774

Post-
.Secondary

Basic Skills

READING
LEVEL

RESEARCHED
BY

0-7 NETWORK

8-12 FWL

4-7 FWL

8-12 FWL

0-3 NETWORK

0-3 NETWORK

0-4 FWL

0-3 FWL
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NALP PROGRAM SITES

PROGRAM/CONTACT

I

SECTOR
PROGRAM
EMPHASIS

I
READING
LEVEL

I

RESEARCHED
BY

DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION-EDMONDS C.C.
20000 68th Avenue, West
Lynnwood, WA 98036
Greg Golden (206) 771-1522

Post-
Secondary

Basic Skills
GED

4-7 FWL

SOUTHEAST C.C. ADULT GUIDED STUDIES
880 0 Street
Lincoln, NE
Curtis D. Sederburg (402) 471-3333

Post-
Secondary

GED, ESL
Basic Skills

4-7 FWL

VOLUNTEER TUTORING PROGRAM
PORTLAND C.C.

12000 S.W. 49th Avenue
Portland, OR 97219
Dorothy Brehm (503) 244-6111 ex 103

Post-
Secondary

ESL/
Citizenihip

0-3 FWL

CALDWELL C.C. & TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Lenoir, NC 28645
Martha Hollar (704) 728-4323

I Post-

I Secondary
ESL/

I Basic Skills
4-7 NETWORK

JOBS FOR YOUTH -- BOSTON INC.
312 Stuart Street
Boston, MA 02116
David J. Rosen (617) 338-0815

Employment
A Training'

Job Training
Basic Skills

4-7 NETWORK

*INDUSTRIAL FAIR BREAK
6740 .hady Oak kcad
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Carol Fairbrother (612) 828-7474

Employment
& Training

Basic Skills 7-12 FWL

VOCATIONAL ED. SPECIAL PROJECTS --
SAN MATEO COUNTY

333 Main Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
Joe Cooney (415) 363-5439

Employment
& Training

Vocational 47 FWL
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NALP PROGRAM SITES

PROGRAM/CONTACT SECTOR

PROGRAM

EMPHASIS

READING

LEVEL

RESEARCHED

BY

CLERK TYPIST TRAINING
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPNAY

32 Green Street -- Room 213
Newark, NJ 07102
Josephine Janifer (201) 624-7990

Employment
a Training

Job Training 8-12 NETWORK

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

ATENA
Hartford, CT

i .

IIIILWAUKEE OIC
2947 North Third Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
Kathy Patterson (414) 374-6300

Job
I 'Training

Job Training 8-12

1

FWL

*These program sites will not receive site visits.
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National Adult Literacy Conference

A two day national conference was held in Washington D.C. at

the Hyatt Regency, Capitol Hill, January 19-20, 1984. The pri-

mary function of the conference was to present and discuss avail-

able information on adult literacy instruction and to establish

networks and working relationships among staff, organizations and

individuals who were both providers and seekers of information

ar.1 resources. The goals of the conference were:

1. To establish the state-of-the-art in adult literacy

instruction including identification of major

in adult literacy training.

2. To lay the groundwork for consolidating sound practice

and to identify a number of current issues that needed

to be addressed.

To address these goals, NIE commissioned the writing of

fourteen papers by literacy experts, prior to the award of the

contract (see conference agenda) to be presented at the confer-

ence.

Conference

Opening remarks were given by Secretary Bell, who stressed

the need for continued support for State ABE programs and encour-

agement for support from the private sector. Barbara Bush, a

strong supporter of the Literacy Initiative, commented that ene

of the main reasons for the literacy project was "to create
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public awareness about the problem of illiteracy". Dr. Manuel

Justiz, former director of NIE, also spoke briefly on the purpose

of the project.

Thomas Stitch, presided over the conference and gave the

introductory presentation on "Strategies for Adult Literacy

Development", which provided a preview of the paper presentations

that followed. A luncheon sponsored by Mr. Harold W. McGraw Jr.,

Chairman, McGraw-Hill, Inc. was sponsored on the second day to

some 200 invited guests.

Dr. E.D. Hirsch, Jr., Professor of English from the Univer-

sity of Virginia was the keynote luncheon speaker. Dr. Hirsch

spoke on the need for, learners to have "Cultural Literacy" as

background information in order to be literate in the society in

which they live. During the luncheon, Mr. McGraw Announced the

formation of the Business Council for Effective Literacy Inc.,

(BCEL). The council is a private operating foundation dedicated

to fostering greater corporate involvement in combating func-

tional illiteracy.

The conference was videotaped for national viewing and was

telecast on Febimary 29. Copies of the conference Videotape were

made available from James Connett, Kansas State Facilitator (316/

685-0271). The teleconference was sponsored by the National

Diffusion Network, who worked closely with NIE to arrange and

coordinate the video tapping of the conference.

Following the conference, the conference papers were made

available from the Adult Education Clearinghouse in Washington

D.C. to anyone requesting them. Approximately 50 people reques-

ting copies of the papers. Each was sent a form letter thanking



them for their interest in the papers and indicating where they

could be obtained. All conference attendees were sent copies of

tha papers, by NIE including the keynote address and a copy of

Mr. McGraw's speech announcing the formation of the Business

Council for.Effective Literacy. A synthesis of the conference
1,1

was also prepared by David Harman, although not completed until

August. A no host reception .was held at the end of the first

day. The reception gave participants an opportunity to exchange

information and ideas and to make new acquaintances.

Conference Agenda

The conference agenda was;designed around the commissioned

papers. Because the papers addressed a variety of organizational

sectors involved in literacy development-and training, paper

presenters were divided into four topical areas: 1) literacy

from the state and federal perspective; 2) literacy development

in organizational settings; 3) organizational issues for literacy

programs and 4) literacy development for non-English speakss

(see conference agenda).

The conference used a single session format. (There were no

concurrent sessions). Sessions ran consecutively from 9:30 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m. on the first day, beginning with registration at

8:00 a.m., and from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., on the second day.

Each presenter gave a 15 minute summary presentation with their

assigned group. At the end of each group of presentations,

panelists reacted to the papers. The size of each panel ranged

from two to five members with panel moderators when the panel
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consisted of more than two people. Panel members were mailed the

papers to review prior to the conference (paper previews wera

developed as handouts and distributed to all conference parti-

cipants). Most of the panelists had prepared written texts in

advance to respond to the papers they were assigned.

A number of nationally known literacy experts and project

advisors served as panelists aild moderators. Experts were used

instead of staff to encourage an open exchange of ideas and flow

of information. During registration each panel member and pre-

senter was given a stand-up name sign and a presenter ribbon.

Project staff worked closely with NiE staff, who carried out

and coordinated the overall logistics of the conference. This

included identifying the conference site, selecting conference

participants, obtaining a sponsor for the sit-down luncheon, and

securing the keynote speaker.

Participant List

Some 200 participants were invited to attend the conference.

Participation was by invitation only. A master address list

of 500 guests was developed from a list of names soli-

cited from individuals and agencies representing volunteer or-

ganizations, local and state agencies, business and industry,

Ailitary basic skills specialists, adult education specialists

and interested staff and members of Congress and the administra-

tion. The master address list was submitted to NIE for approval

and final seleqtion of the 250 participants who were invited.
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Invitations were mailed to all 250, finalists with response

cards. The final registration list was developed from the re-

sponse cards or from participants who responded by phone indicat-

ing their intention to attend.
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A

Chapter II

Research and Development Component

Data Collection Procedures

At the first meeting of Project Advisors in Washington, in

November (1983) they voiced their concerns about the direction

and focus of the proposed research activities and made sugges-

tions to narrow the scope of the research activities being pro-.

posed. Although these recommendations Were endorsed t'y project

staff and helped focus subsequent planning of the research acti-
.

vities, project advisors again expressed concern at the January

meeting after reviewing the Field Inquiry Notebook, and the data

collection procedures, that what was being proposed was still too

ambitious. Based on this second set of recommendations, the

Field Inquiry Notebook was completely overhauled, and the data

collection process simplified.

Our attempt to simplify and narrow the scope of the field

research activity resulted in the development of The Qualitative

Field Inquiry Guide, used to collect qualitative field data. The

"Guide" consists of a set of research questions for program staff

- the director, teacher, counselor, and the learner - designed to

illicit responses related to the program components and sectors

in the organizing model and the five constructs and variables

represented in the "Program Learner Interactive Model"._ These

five constructs were identified from the literature as critical

elements that contribute to the success of adult education pro-

grams across the six program sectors. Once the critical elements
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were identified, the second step .was to identify variables that

defined each of the five constructs. These constructs and varia-

bles were incorporated into'a matrix and comprise the Program

Learner Interactive Mddel. Instead of focusing on the 26 dimen-

sions originally proposed in the Field Inquiry Notebook, The

Program Learner Interactive Model focuses on these five con-

structs which according to the literature, influence retention

and achievement of adult learners. A draft of the model was

reviewed by the program officer and selected project advisors

before undergoing final revision. The model was i*tendedto:

- Guide the design of the research questions

- Provide a framework for analyzing the field data

- Provide a theory-based research driven model

- Provide a model that could be used as a practical system

for gathering information which could be useful to prac-

titioners and literacy providers and,

- Provide a parsimonious model with which key issues in

adult literacy could be addressed.

A narrative description of the model was integrated with the

Interview Guide used to collect the field data.

The Interview Guide was developed collaboratively by staff

to be used for site visitations. The "Guide" outlined specific

procedures to follow for data collection and preliminary data

analysis. The procedures helped prepare staff for the site

visits, understand the theoretical model that formed the basis of
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the data collection and analysis processes, conduct site inter-
.

views, and convert raw data into comprehensible write-ups for

data analysis.

The intent was to insure uniform data collection write-up

procedures for the five staff members conducting site visits.

The "Guide" was divided into several parts. Part I provided the

rationale and described the development of the theoretical model,

and the interview questions ("Interviii Guide") designed for the

program director, the teacher, the counselor (or person in that

role) and the student.

Interview Guide

The Interview Guide, was developed by both staff from the

Laboratory and The NETWORK in two parts and combined into one

instrument and piloted tt three sites; two on the east coast, and

one the west coast. As a result of the pilot test, the "Guide"

underwent additional modification. All staff conducting site

visits used the "Guide" questions. One portion of the "Guide"

developed by Far West staff was based on the "Learner Interactive

Model" and focused on qualitative information that influences the

success of the literacy programs. The questions developed by The

NETWORK staff served to confirm information submitted on the

survey and to enable staff to develop a composite profile of the

program with additional descriptive information.

Part II of the "Guide", explained the process for training

staff, including resources to be studied. It included a check-

list of important tasks to be completed to arrange and schedule

site visits with site directors. The intent of this section of
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the "Guide" was to help the interviewer anticipate unexpected

events that might occur during th4 site visit, and reinforced the

need for staff to exhibit flexibility.

The final part of the "Guide" described post-site visit

procedures to be followed. This included instructions and forms

for organizing and writing-up the raw data.

Site Visits

Site visits began the third week in May and ended in mid-

September. Facause of the multitude of responsibilities required

of program directors and their but' schedules, the time required

to make the initial contact to schedule individual site visits

ranged from two days to .four weeks. Letters were mailed to site

directors as a follow-up to the initial telephone conversation to

confirm the date, explain the purpose of the visit, and to iden-

tify who was to be interviewed. Interviews lasted one and one-

half to two days each, per site depending on whether classes,

students and teachers were located in the same building, and

whether they were available at the time to participate in the

interview. Because of these conditions, the time required to

complete the site visits took longer than planned or anticipated

in some cases. Once on site, directors often were not sure who

was going to be interviewed even though this had been discussed

prior to the arrival of staff, and it was necessary for inter-

viewing staff to be flexible and work around the schedules of

staff and students who had agreed to participate. (Most classes

operate from 9-12, and most students leave promptly after class

and teachers are part-time. Those that stay after class are



totally involved with the students.) All participants who volun-

teered for the interviews were very cooperative and eager to

share information about their programs.

Data Analysis

In April the Information Processing Director from Far West

Laboratory, spent two and one-half days training NALP staff at

The NETWORK on the use of the Hewlett Packard (HP 125) Computer.

The purpose of the training was to teach staff at The NETWORK,

1) how to establish communication between The NETWORK and the

Laboratory and 2) how to use the computer: how to access,

transmit, print and store survey as well as field data.

This involved teaching staff procedures for logging onto the

HP 125, getting into the system to use the electronic mail, and

logging on and capturing the data on disks for hard or printed

copies. NETWORK staff were also trained on WORDSTAR, a word pro-

cessing program; SPELLSTAR a program that corrects spelling

errors; and Visicalc a program designed to manipulate numbers and

percentages. The system allowed data, gathered by staff at The

NETWORK tobe transmitted and stored on the HP 3000, located at

Far West Laboratory, creating a data bank on adult literacy

programs which is available to agencies and organizations who

have a system that is compatible with the Hr 3000.

Further instructions on data entry and retrieval for pur-

poses of data aAalysis with the SPSS program continued by

telephone. These instructions were provided either by thR
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Information Processing Director at the Laboratory, his assistant,

or other senior staff who are knowledgeable about computer pro-

gramming and data analysis.

Guide for Coding the Data

A code book was developed as a guide for entering and analyz-

ing program survey data. A variable name and value was assigned

each variable descriptor considered significant, (see Appendix).

Once program data were entered into the computer, they were

manipulated to produce trends and characteristic's across program

sectors common to adult literacy programs. Dehicriptive informa-

tion also contributed to. identifying program characteristics of

individual programs. These data were used to develop "profiles"

of the literacy programs surveyed and incorporated into the

Guidebook For Effective Literacy Practice.

Summary of Selected Survey Findings

Information from 213 programs was analyzed by computer to

identify the typical characteristics of adult literacy programs

as well as the range of program components. In addition, dif-

ferendes among these programs in terms of services offered,

funding sources, retention problems, and student populations were

explored.

Although every attempt was made to identify adult literacy

programs throughout the country, the concentration of programs

seemed to be in large urban areas. Forty-five percent of the

programs were located in the eastern part of the United States.

Another 20% of the programs were located in the north central



region of the country. The small proportion of programs (3%)

included in the "other" category are found in Hawaii, Puerto Rico

or the Virgin Islands (McGrail, 1984).

Summary information is presented here only on student popu-

lation, reading level, and retention. More detailed information

on program characteristics and program profiles can found in the

Guidebook for Effective Literacy Practice (NETWORK, 1984).

Student Population

The age of students enrolled in adult literacy programs

varied considerably. Information obtained from 193 literacy

programs indicated that in 42% of these programs, most students

are older than 30 years of age. Only 9% of the Programs taught

students between the ages of 16 and 20. These findings may

suggest that there are fewer young students IA literacy programs

than originally expected. The student population surveyed was

49.5% male, with the largest percentage of this population enrol-

led in correctional and military programs.

Reading levels of students varied greatly, as did their

needs and individual learning goals. Thirty-nine percent of the

prJgrams indicated that their students read at the 4-7th grade

level upon entry. However, 36 of these same programs with

transitional level readers reported a drop-out rate greater than

30%, while only 20% of all other programs reported a drop out

rate above 30%.

Few literacy programs geared to the 0-3 level population

offered vocational training, GED preparation or basic skills

according to the survey. This factor may be attributed to entry



level requirements of minimal proficiency in reading. The major.,

ity of students (69%) in these programs are over thirty years of

age. This large percentage of older students is not found in

programs with readers reading at or above the fourth grate level.

Results of the survey appear to confirm that the hardest to

reach population of illiterate adults is grossly underserved, and

that there are a number of factors - cognitive, support systems,

materials, attitudinal and teacher behaviors - that affect

achievement and retention of all adult learners.

Field Research Report

The literature suggest that adult literacy programs are most

effective when they attend to the student's cognitive as well as

affective needs. Hence student teacher relationships and other

human interactions in literacy programs were the major subjects

of the two field studies which were combined under one title.

One purpose of the studies was to look at the typed of student

teacher relations and other human interactions to determine how

important they were to the success of literacy programs.

Another purpose was to gather information on the types of

support systems, teacher behaviors and materials that charac-

terize three categories of literacy programs: literacy training

as a prerequisite for a diploma and employment; literacy training

as a crucial aspect of personal development; and literacy train-

ing; as a means for imrroving the socio-economic and psychological

situation of low-income populations.
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The 15 programs involved in these two studies were selected

from 32 programs that received site visits, and represented a

geographic, programmatic and institutional range of programs.

Data from the program summary sheets were coded and a cross

site analysis was performed to categorize support activities.

Support activities were further coded and matched to program

goals, by site. A master libt of teacher affective behaviors was

compiled to discern the number and kinds of behaviors that

emerged. Materials, methods and assessment activities were also

categorized, coded and matched to program goals. A discussion of

the patterns and findings that emerged are described in the field

study report(s).

Research Monographs

Four research monographs were commissioned in mid-June to

pull together existing information on adult literacy programs

with a particular focus. The four reports represent a monograph

series and are comprised of the following:

1. Promoting Innovation and Controversy In Adult Basic

Education: Section 309 of The Adult Education Act.

2. The Literacy - Employment Equation. Education for

Tomorrow's Jobs. A Policy Options Monograph

3. Television Technologies in Combatting Illiteracy.

A Monograph

4. Giving Literacy Away: Alternative Strategies for

Increasing Adult Literacy Devel,.pment, Training Capa-

city and Program Participation.
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The authors of these reports review past efforts, and build

on existing knowledge bases, research and personal communica-

tions. The report on the 309 Adult Education Act probed into the

history of the 309 program to better understand the role of

federal education officials in promoting innovation in ABE, and

to understand more specifically, the federal role in the 309

program, and the impact and the problems that led to its demise.

The report also offers a number of recommendations.

The "Employment Equations" monograph identifies political

and programmatic issues surrounding education, employment and

training which policy makers must come to terms with. The paper

then discusses what is known about the connection between basic

skills and employment, and stresses the need to understand the

linkage between these two areas. Finally, an agenda for programs

and policy is presented beginning with local program linkage and

operation to a discussion of policy changes which can enable

local programs to begin and to continue.

The "Television" monograph explores the past, present and

future use of television technology in literacy training, and

considers the "state-of-the-state" in the use of these tech-

nologies in the nation's literacy effort. The monograph also

asks some "hart." questions about the needs and habits of the

television audience, the quality of programming and the involve-

ment of broadcasters in meeting the needs of the adult illiterate

population.

"Giving Literacy Away" explores the phenomenon of adult

functional illiteracy and discusses some alternative strategies

to impact upon the problem. The paper describes a number of



leverage points including 1) school improvement efforts, 2) in-

creasing the capacity and effectiveness of existing literacy

training programs and 3) stimulating adults' spontaneous acqui-

sition of functional literacy skills. A preliminary R&D agenda

is also offered for articulating and implementing efforts to

stimulate training and acquisition of functional literacy skills.

These four reports have been separately bound, and are

available as a series of individual monographs.

R&D Agenda

A Research and Development-Agenda was developed for internal

utilization by NIE staff. An Information Survey was developed

and mailed to over 100 literacy experts and practitioners in

April to solicit ideas, suggestions and recommendations. The

survey, requested assistance in identifying areas where there

were knowledgeable Taps and needed research in adult literacy.

The survey also included a list of R&D items generated by the

paper presenters at the National Adult Literacy Conference in

January.

The mailing list to solicit ideas and recommendations for

the R&D Survey was developed from conference attendees, project

advisors, people requesting copies of the conference papers, and

members of the R&D and university communities. Approximately 30%

of the agenda surveys were returned. Those responding to the

surveys, either agreed with the items initially generated and

assigned them priority; disagreed with the items, assigned pri-

ority and recommended additional items; or only recommended areas
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needing research. The survey also requested information from

respondents on research that had been or was currently being

conducted in adult literacy in their own organizations, to pre-

vent.duplication of effort.

Analysis of the responses showed that there was the greatest

interest in the following items on the preliminary R&D agenda:

o development of improved assessment techniques

o development of linkages and resource sharing among

literacy programs

o studies of the differences between literacy acquisitions

in adults and children

o expansion of the use of technology

o studies of the applicability in the United States of other

countries' approaches to adult literacy development

Discussion with NALP project advisors and data collected

during the NALP field-site interviews indicated that the fol-

lowing additional 241D needs should be included:

)

o development of staff training models, particularly ones

that deal with the areas of recruitment, effective use of

diagnosis and assessment and training of volunteers

o studies of programmatic factors affectipg learners, in-

cluding "qualirof-life outcomes" and cross-cultural

sensitivity

o studies of the characteristics of effective teachers
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In the final R&D Agenda, priority was given to research that

could fill in knowledge gaps aid information needs in adult

literacy instruction, and that would, in the opinion of NALP

project advisors, have the greatest payoff to practitioners.

Assessment of the agenda according to these criteria led

to the reorganization and consolidation of some items. For

example, recruitment could be answered most effectively by devel-

opment activities emphasizing widespread dissemination of already-

identified successful recruitment methods. It seemed most appro-

priate to subsume the item under the category of deyelopment of a

staff training model:,yhich would include training in recruitment

methods. Certain other, items were similarly recategorized. The

only item to be totally eliminated was the promotion of linkages

and resource sha_ing among literacy programs. This was deemed a

policy issue that was more appropriately discussed in the "White

Paper".

The final R&D Agenda includes the topic areas outlined

below:

o the unique attributes of adult beginning readers

o learner diagnosis and assessment

o staff training

o adult literacy programs and students, "quality of life"

o teacher characteristics and methodologies

o technology in adult literacy

o literacy development in other countries
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Each of i .a topic areas begins with a rationale for its

importance and a brief review of relevant research. Proposals

for research studies and/or development activities are then rec-

ommended. In some cases, specific suggestions are 'made for

carrying out the R&D proposed according to a particular procedure

(see R&D Agenda).
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Chapter III

Policy Analysis Comporrint

Three analytical reports were developed for this component

of the project. They included a "Compendium" of demographic and

statistical information of adult literacy characteristics, a

"Conference Synthesis" of the Adult Literacy conference, and the

"White Paper", a policy analysis report with recommendations.

The purpose of these documents was to provide -ktrowletrqsabre---

insights about aspects of illiteracy as an analytic resource on

literacy development.

The Compendium

The "Compendium" presents a summary of descriptive data on

adult illiterates and adult illiteracy programs nation-wide.

Several steps were involved in the development 02 this report.

The first step involved identifying hundreds of documents

that might yield useful information through the review of avail-

able literatare and contacts with knowledgeable individuals rep-

resenting government agencies, professional associations, and

literacy programs. Most documents had limited circulation, re-

quired prolonged periods of waiting and were not 'easily obtain-

able. As documents were obtained, they were reviewed for ref-

erences to other documents that might provide useful information,

and for information to be included in the "Compendium" that might

help answer the following questions:
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o How many adults in this country are illiterate?

o What are the characteristics of adult illiterates?

o What programs are currently working toward combating

the literacy problem?

o What are these programs like?

o How many illiterates are taking part in and benefiting

from literacy programs?

--Only up' -to -date information was selected for inclusion in

the report. Some of the data were discarded because the source

was not clear and could not be substantiated and other data were

inconsistent with other findings. The report presents a body of

conclusions about illiterates and literacy programs using avail-

able data and recommendations for future work in adult literacy

development.

Conference Synthesis

Papers commissioned for presentation at the National Adult

Literacy Conference formed the framework for the development of

the "Conference Synthesis" by David Harman. All but two of the

papers were mailed to the author in December for preparation of

the "synthesis".

The original plan was for the "synthesis" to be presented at

the conference as a summation of what had keen presented and a

spring board to pose many of the unanswered questions and real

issues needing to be addressed. This however, did not occur,

because the paper was not completed until late August. Instead,
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the author served as a panelists and reacted primarily to the

final paper presented by Jeanne Chall. Because of the prolonged

delay in the completion of the paper, it did not serve it's

intended purpose of feeding information into other project tasks.

When the paper was submitted, it was mailed to the paper

presenters Y.or review, to insure that they had not been misrepre-

sented. The paper presents a historical overview of the "state-

of-the-art" in adult literacy and seeks to examine some of the

questions, experiences and dilemmas that are prevalent today

against the conference proceedings.

The White Parer

The "White Paper" is a key product of the Project. It is

intended to inform policy and decision-makers at various levels

of government of the immensity of the problem Jf adult illiteracy

and makes recommendations to be acted upon based on policy

issues.

The problems/issues discussed in the "White Paper" were

identified through a number of sources:

- nominations from project advisors and interested literacy

experts

- a review of conference papers

- a review of the literature and data related to literacy

development

- a review and critique of the "Issues Papers"



A form soliciting topic nominations was circulated to

project advisors, during the advisory meeting in January in

Washington, D.C. Nominations were also solicited and culled from

other sources identified above. Through this process nine tenta-

tive topics/issues emerged to be addressed in the "White Paper".

These were circulated to the project advisors, for comment,

review and revisions, with requests for names of knowledgeable

people who could address the final issues identified. An attempt

was made to identify at minimum, two contributors for each paper.

The development of these "Issues Papers" was a preliminary acti-

vity. The papers were used as "working papers" to generate the

framework and focus for the "White Paper". The nine topics that

emerged were:

1. Defining and Measuring Literacy

2. Identifying Target Populations for Adult Literacy

Instruction

3. Ensuring Competent Staff

4. Meeting the Special Needs of Programs for Non-English

Speakers

5. Evaluating Program Effectiveness

6. Increasing Coordination and Communication

7. Ensuring Effective Policies and Procedures at the

Federal and State Levels (2 papers)

8. Responding to Changes in Technology and Workplace

Requirements

9. Preventing Adult Illiteracy
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Issues Papers

Papers were commissioned in April. Getting a committment

from those contributors recommended by project advisors was fa:i.A.y

easy in the beginning, but became difficult when the list was

narrowed to the final twd topics. One contributor who had agreed

to participate in the development of a paper backed out at the

very end.

Contributors were asked to write a paper 8-10 pages in

length. Each was to include a brief discussion of the problem,

basing their argument on research, which proposed recommenda-

tions, decisions, and actions to be taken. A workshop was con-

vened in Washington, D.C., June 28-29 at the Georgetown Hotel,

for the contributors to discuss their recommendations and to

reach a consensus on the issues to be addressed. Recommendations

of issues from the group were reviewed and some agreement was

reached Issues were further refined by staff and incorporated

into an outline of the issues to be addressed in the "White

Paper".

A draft of the paper was mailed to project advisors in late

December, with the anticipation that responses would be received

by January 15. Responses were mixed and slow, and only about

one-third of the Project Advisors responded. Those that did

respond offered positive and constructive suggestions. Most were

incorporated into the final copy of the "White Paper" entitled

Adults In Crisis: Illiteracy In America.
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Recommendations

The project was confronted with several challenges during

its' 18 month duration. Chief among these was the unrealistic

timeframe for completion of project tasks, and the difficulty in

trying to coordinate the work in two organizations at such great

distances.

The following are recommendations for future efforts in

adult literacy based on what we have learned.

A project with the scope and complexity of NALP and one that

is part of a national campaign on a problem that has reached a

stage of crisis should be conducted over a longer period .; time

to help focus attention on the problem. And if products are to

serve the intended audience and be useful, a realistic plan for

dissemination of the products, with adequate support and re-

sources should be made available upon completion of the products,

for the work to have any impact.

Lead time for a major activity such as a national conference

which requires complex coordination and logistical planning and

influences all subsequent project activities should be realistic,

or planped entirely by the funding agency prior to award of the

contract. It is not possible to convene a national conference in

Washington, D.C. one month after the award of a contract unless

this has been done. When this does not occur, the task is de-

layed, and information is not available for other tasks as plan-

ned, and all subsequent work on the project is delayed.



Conferences are where people come together to obtain and

exchange information. ThA format of a national conference should

be influenced by the objectives andthe intended audience, and

should provide some flexibility and choicAR. When group discus-

sion, exchange of information, and networking are the objectives,

concurrent and repeated. sessions facilitate these processes. A

single session format on the other hand where participants are

convened in one large room for an entire conference does not

provide the same opportunity for this to occur. Furthemore, it

is difficult to hold the attention and maintain the attendance of

the audience under the conditions des=ibed above.

Coordination of project activities among two organizations

would occur more smoothly, if procedures for communication and

protocol with the project monitor are clearly established and

adhered to.
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414) The National AdultA,
Uteracy Project

The Air rest Laboratory, The NITYDRA:
and The National thatitute of `ducat/on

cordially ieriles you to attend
The National Adult Literacy Conlemoce

on, Ammar, 19 - 00 1984,
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Capitol Hill Faalsiegton, A.C.
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THE NATIONAL ADULT
LITERACY CONFERENCE

2.

fi

fa.

January 19 - 20, 1984
Hyatt Regency, Capitol Hill,

rashlagton, D. C.

Sponsored By
Far Kest Laboratory, The NETKORIC Inc.,

;National Institute of Education
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9.00

.9:00 9.15

.915 9.0

9 :30 10:00

10:00 - 1030

1030 - 1045

a

AGENDA

National Adult Literacy Conference
January 19-20, 1984

Hyatt Regency - Capitol Hill
Washington, B. C.

Thursday, January 19

Registration
Danish and Coffee

Introductory Remarks

Terrell If Bell -
Secretary of Education

Manuel ustiz
Director, National Institute of
gducatiOn

GENERAL, SESSIONS

Introduction: Strategies for
Adult Literacy Development

Thomas G. Stic.ht
President, the ABCS
San Diego, California

Break

LITERACY FROA1 ThrA' STATE AND
FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE

State of the Art in Adult
Basic Education

Paul Delker
Div. of Adult Education Services
1rashiagton,



1045 11:00 Adult Literacy. In Utah: Even
a Leader Has Unmet Needs

Garth Mangum
Institute for human Resource
Management

Salt Lake aty, Utah

LITERACY 12E'VEZOPAIENT IN ORGANIZATIONAL
BATTINGS

11:05 - 11:35 Literacy Instruction in the
Militarj

Thomas N. Duffy
Communication Design Center
Carnegie Mellon University

1135 12:00 Panel Reactors
Panelists:

Lt. Col. Clinton B Anderson, Ret.
United States Army
Lexington, Orginia

Ruth S. NicAse
ASSOCtfitte Professor
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts

12.00 - 2:00 Lunch

2:00 - 2:15

2:15 2:30

The Impact of Basic Sk.,..e:s. or
Human Resource) Rianagezuent in
the Retailing Industry

Alice Bird McCord
National Retail Merchants
Associatia,
New York, New York

Realities of Adult Literacy in
Fork Settings

Mary L. Tenop_yr
AT&T
New York, New York
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2.30 - 3.00 Panel Reactors
Panelists.

Judith Aleuriprese
Huthwel#,
Reston, Virginia

Gordon Berlin, Program Officer
Ford Foundation
New York, New York

Priscilla Douglas, Manager
Pontiac Motor Division
Birmingham, Atio 121,e1112

Linda Stoker
Polaroid Corpora lion
Cambric47e, Massachusetts

Moderator..
Jean Hammjak
B Dalton Bookseller
Minneapolis, Minnesota

8 .00 - 3.15 L'reak

3:15 - (6'45 Literacy Needs and DevelopmeW
in American Colleges

John £ Roueche
Community College Leadership

Program
Austin, Texas

3.45 - 4.15 Panel Reactors
PanehlFts..

Herman Niebuhr, Jr.
CLEO
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

William H. Warren
Vice Chair, Commission on Higher
Education and the Adult Learner
Columbia, Afar/land
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4:15 - 430 Literacy ?honing in Penal Institutions
Patricia C Cold
Associate Professor,
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland

4.30 - 5:00 Panel Reactors
Panelists:

Antonia Stone
Director,
Playing to "in
New Yorik, New York

Steve Streurer
State .Departrnent of Education
Silver Springs, Maryland

5:00 7:00 Reception



Friday, January 20

&DO - 830 Registration
Danish and Coffee

830 8.45

545 - 9.00

9.00 .9:15

9:30 1015

GA'ATRAL SESSIONS
ORGANIZATIOra ISSUES FOR LITERACY

PROGRAMS

Organizing and Sustaining a Community-
based Literacy Program

Joan Harris
Executive Director
South Carolina literacy Assoc.
Columbia, South Carolina

The Role of the Volunteer in
Literacy Programs

Peter Waite
Executive Director
Laubach literacy Action
Syracuse, New York

Concerns in Establishing and
Maintaining a Community Based
Adult Literacy Project

John D. Eggert
President
Literacy Volunteers of America
Syracuse, New York

Panel Reactors
Panelists.

Jon P Deveaux
Executive Director
Bronx Educational Services, Inc.
Bronx, New York
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Linda Rainsberry
TV Ontario
Toronto, Ontario M4T2T1 Canada

Sa ltiel
Project FIST
Middlesex Community College
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Osell Sutton
Regional Director
South East Region Community

Relations Service
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, DC

C

Chris Zachareadis
Association for Community Education
Washington, D. C.

Moderator.
Judy Kolosla, Chief
Adult and Community Education
Baltimore, Maryland

10.15 10..30 Break

I./TEC:CY DEVELOPMENT FOR NON-ENGLISH
SP.EkAERS

10.30 10.45 Teviating Strategies for Developing
iwterecy Skills in Non Native
Speakers of English

K Lynn Savage
Curriculum Specialist
Community College
San Francisco, California
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10.5 - 11...00 Teaching English as a Second Language
to Adults: State-of-the-art

Diane Zoijetie ld
Delta Systems Incorporated
Rosselle, Illinois

11:00 - 11:15 Literacy and Minority Language Groups
Nth& llerstein
Univeriity of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

1115 - 12:00 Panel Reactors
Panelists:

Jacqueline Cook
Adult Literacy Consultant
Brooklyn, New York

Jinx Crouch
Executive Director
Literacy Volunteers of America
Syracuse, New York

Pon McCune, Director
Adult, Alternative and Continuing

Education Services
State Department of Education
Sacrame_rto, California

Carolina Rodriguez
Executive Director
Multilingual Educational Research

and Training
San Antonio, Texas

Moderator:
William Bliss
Network Coordinator for Refugee

Services
Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, 12C



- 1.10 Luncheon Sessions

Chairperson..
Diane Vines, Director
National Adult literacy Initiative

Department of SChICAti012
H'ashhgton, D.C.

Remarks..
Harold McGraw, r., Chairman
AfcGraw Hill, Inc.
President, Business Council for

Effective Liter4tcy
New York, New York

Lunc.beon Cuk.fral Literacy
E D. Hirsch, Jr.
Professor of English
University of Virginia
Charlctiesville, Virginia

1,45 215 New ewar on Developing Basic Skills
with Adults

Jeanne S. C'hell, Professor
Director, .Reading Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

J..3%5" Panel Reactors
Panelists...

Jeanne S. Chan, Professor
Director, Reading Laboratory
Harvard Itnivermly
Cambridge, Massachusetts

David Harman
J.D.C. - Israel
Jerusalem, Israel



5:5 - 150

Thomas G. Sticht
President, ABC'S'
San Diego, California

Moderator:
David P. Crandall, President
The NETWORK Inc.
Andover, Massachusetts

Closing Remarks
11.71liam G, Spady, Director
Far Mist Laboratory
National Project Director
San Francisco, California

* The luncheon has been provided by
Harold IV McCraw; r., Chairman,
AleGraw Hill, Inc.,
President, Business Council for

Effective Literacy
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

Program Director

PART I -- PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
(approximately one hour interview)

PART I
Page 1

1. I'd like to know more about how this program actually came about?
(Program's historical development, were there any major changes,
philosophy change, how many years has the program been in operation?)

Probes: If there were many director:, how have these changes affected
the program? (positively, negatively)

2. I'd like to know more about how your program is mantled.

A. First, I'd like to ask you some quest:ons about your staff. How many
staff ,are employed?

Probes: Full-time?

Part-time?

Volunteer?

How do you integrate part-time and volunteer teachers
into your program? (orientation, meetings, inservice,
decision making)

Does your program have establisheh procedures for:

- - hiring)
- - firing) personnel policies

- - job descriptions, job evaluations.

Are these procedures followed?
Give some examples.
Which procedures are not followed?

How is that? Give some examples?

B. Now, I'd like to ask you some questions about recordkeeping:

Probes: How do you keep track of your learners?

Whit kinds of details do you record?

-- What kinds of"rzcordkeeping methods do ynt, use?
(e.g., computer, paper file, other?)

-- What information do you collect and keep?
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Interview Guide
Program Director

A

PART I w.

Page 3

* What stands out in your mind as a key feature of your
program that helps learners stay in the program? And
that helps learners succeed?

* Are there any obstacles you face now in your program?.
What are they? And how do you circumvent them?

* In an effort to approach the ideal, which you identified
earlier, how do you feel your program could be improved?

* Please describe what kind of staff is needed to run a
program like yours.

ff STOP ##

End of Part I.

Take 1/2 hour break to record
impressions, thoughts, notes.'
Get ready for Part II (review
the questions).
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INTERVIEW GUIDE PART II

Page 1

Program Director

PART II -- PRACTICE PROFILE
(approximately one hour interview)

Now, I'd like to focus on the sight program components mentions earlier.

(Refer to the sheet with the components again0 I know you've a eady given

me a brief description of what-you zre doing in each of these fr the survey,

but now I'd like to be able to create with you a practice profile on yoJr

program. To do this, I have to understand what your program really woks like

especially if I were to describe it to someone else who might want to know

what they should do to adopt your program, This might seem hard at first, but

I think it will be a very useful piece of information to you as well as to

others who might be interested in adopting a program like yours. Under each

component I'll repeat what was written about the component from the program

survey. Please correct any misinterpretation I might make, clarify or add any

information you thfnk would be helpful.

A. Recruitment

Let's begin with recruitment. On the survey

to*

(from survey) was described for recruitment.

Identify the ideal. Say: If your project was adopted for use i .another

place, would there be any other forms of recruitment that you t nk would

be even better?

Identif the unacce table. Say: Likewise, would they need to use as many

n s of recru tment as you do? Would less be okay? How much less?

Ideal
Variation(s)

Acceptable
Variation(s)

Unacceptable
Variation(s)

c

\
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Interviey Guide
Program Director

$

C. Diagnostic, Testing
P

From the survey:

PART II
Page 3 N

Identify the ideal. Say: If your project was adopted for use in another .

place, would there be any other forms of diagnostic testing that you think
would be even better?

Identify the unacceptable. Say: Likewise, would they need to use as many
Kinds of diagnostic testing ias you do? Would less by okay? How much less?

a. Describe your diagnostill process. How many times are learners tested?
(e.g., once, twice, etc.)

b. Who conducts the testing? What are their qualifications?

c. Who evaluates the test results and makes decisions about the learner?

d. Ai.e there any other diagnoistic instruments you use in addition to the
ones,you listed on the Survey?

e. What tests have you developed? What skills do they test?

f. How are test results recorded and evaluated?

g. What form is the feedback given to learners? (e.g., during counseling
session, etc.)

h. What role does diagnostic testing play in determining placement?

i. Are tests the only means of determining placement? (e.g., student
goals, standardized criteria, expert judgment)

Ideal
Variation(s)

Acceptable
Variation(s)

Unacceptable
Variation(s)

.
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Interview Guide PART II

Program Director Page 5

E. Instructional Materials

From the survey:

Identify the ideal. Say: If your project was adopted for use in another
place, would there be any other forms of instructional materials that you
think would be iven better?

Identify the unacceptable.. Say: Likewise, would they need to use as many
kinds of instructional materials as you do? Would less by okay? How much

less?

a. .Who chooses materials?

b. What process do you use to select materials?

c. Is (here a core curriculum?

d. How does the core curriculum relate to your unique philosophy Of,
learning?

e. GED -- life slls

f. Teacher-made

g. Texts
life skills materials
adult-relevant materials

h. Computer software

i. Commercial kits
content (e.g., life skills, et: )

Ideal
Variation(s)

,
I

Acceptable
Variation(s)

Unacceptable
Variation(s)
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Interview Guide
Program Director

F. Learner Follow-Up

GA the Survey you said,

,41

PART II
Page 7

Identify the ideal. Say: If your project was adopted for use in another
place, would there be any other forms of learner follow-up that you think

would be even better?

Identif the unacce table. Say: Likewise, would they need to use as many
n s o earner o ow-up as you do? Would less by okay? How much less?

a. What learners are 1,.;lowe,i,-up?

b. How long ..re they followed?

c. How is the learner follow-up conducted?

d. How is the learner follow-up data stored?,

e. Is the follow-up data actively used?

f. if it is used, how is it used? (e.g., i. it used for refining and

changing the program?)

Ideal
Variation(s)

Acceptele
Variation(s)

Unacceptable
Variation(s)
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INTERVIiW GUIDE

Program lirector

PART III -- FOLLOW-UP FOR DAY 2
(approximately one hour interview)

1. After having reviewed information from pay 1, prepare key questions and

probes to complete needed information, clarify vague answers, elicit more

information, etc.

PART III
Para 1

NIMIMMIb..11Mf

2. (Hand the director t;le sheet with the eight components.) On your survey,

you rated
as the most important component in your program. How did you mean that?

Please explain.

Probes: Is it the one you think you do best?

If not, select the one you do best. Give examples, stories,

anecdotes.

s Are there other important program components or elements.

;besides these eight) U.at we missed?

A. I'd like to complete this final interview with some general questions:

What would you say are the major Strengths or your program?

What would you say are the weaknesses of your program?
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

Teache"Tutor

1. Can you tell me about your work in the program?

Probes:

a. How long have you been with the program?

b. Have you always taught the same subject matter in the program?

c. Have you taught in different parts of the program?

d. What's it like to work here?

Panel

e. Please describe what kind of teacher works best in your program -- to

maximize learner achievement?

2. Can you describe in some detail how your program accomplishes:

a. Learner diagnostic testing

b. Instructional methods

c. If I were in your classroom during one of your classes, what would I
see happening ?' What would be going on? Please describe what one of

your classes is like.

d. What event or series of activities thct you can remember really
sparked the most learning 11 your classroom?

e. Instructionel materials

f. What role does the learner play in the development of your own
(teacher-made) material? Do you use learner- generated ideas and

material? If so, explain how. Do you match your materials with the

learner's requests?

9. Assessment of learner skills t

h. What do you want your students to be able to do differently when they
lcave the program? What do you want them to be able to do now that
they weren't able to do when they entered?

i. Follow-up of learners

j. Program evaluation

k. Are you satisified with the way in which your program accomplishes
each of these components?

What would you change? Se specific. (Review the list again.)
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Interview Guide
Counselor

6. (Hand the counselor the sheet with the eight components.) On the survey

your director filled out for us (he/she) rated

as the most important component In your program. How do you far-WOW--
this?

Is it the one you think you do best?

If not, select the one you do best. Give examples, stories,

anecdotes.

Are there other important program components or elements (besides

these eight) that we missed?

What makes your program unique?

How do you see your program as being different from other programs?

What, If any, could be described as the weaknesses of your program?

As I leave today, tell me what you and your program do best. (List

strengths.)
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Interview Guide
Learners

12. If you could change anything about the program, what would you make
different?

13. I've heard that most students stay in this program for a while. Wb-,y do

you think most students keep coming?

14. Can you give me an example of something you've done in class that was
really interesting to you?

15. What can do now that you couldn't do when you entered the program?
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PROGRAM:

Nailonal AduCt Literacy Project
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development

The NETWORK, Inc.

11113=111.11111

1111111=1111,

PRACTICE PROFILE

Ideal
Variation(s)

Acceptable
Variation(s)

Unacceptable
Variation(s)

Component 1. Recruit

4

. ,

ent
P

Component 2: Orientation .

Component 3: Diagnos is Testing

Component 4: Instructional Methods
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.,,YRACTICE PROFILE
Page 2

I.ea
Variation(s)

Accepta. e
Variation (s)

Unatceptab e
Variation(s)

Component 5: Instruc.ional Materials

Component 6: Assessm.nt

JPComponent

of Learner Skills

,
.

.

\IL

34

.

7: Follow- of Learners

Component 8: Program

4

valuation
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CODEBOOK

for

National Program Survey

Information and Technical Assistance Plan

NATIONAL ADULT LITERACY PROJECT

May 11, 1984
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PROGRAM SURVEY DATA
Page lof IU
Record 1 of 3

Variable
Name

61.

CAR01

ProGIO

ORGSEC

Variable
Description Col'to Col Lengtl

Missing Dat
Values

%aloe
Description rFonaat

PROGNAME

91 I

Card number

Three digit program ID

Organizational Sector

Program Name

1 1

80

1. Card #1
2. Card #2
3. Card 03

none (Possible values:. 001-3750

none I1. State/LEA
2. Employment 81 Training
3. Community Based
4. Corrections

Military
i6. Postsecondary

none Alpha
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PROGRAM SURVEY DATA
Page 2 of 10
Record 2of 3

Variable
Name

Variable

DescriptiO Col Col Length
Missing Oats,

Values
Value

Description Format

CARD2

PROGID2

ORGSEC

.

RESP

ZIP

GEOLOC

Card number

,

Three digit program ID
.

Organizational Sector

.

Respondent Completing Survey

Zip Code

Ge9graphic Location

.

,

1

2

5

7

12

. .

...

1

4

5

6

11

12

1

3

1

1-

5

1

.

.

.

none

none

none

.

none

none

, ,

,

.

1. Card #1
2. -Card #2
3. Card #3

(Ptsible Values: 01-375)

ft State/LEA
,

2. Employment & Training
3. Community Based
4. Corrections
5. Military
6. Postsecondary

1. Director
2. Teacher/Tutor
3. Other

1. Northeast .

. ME CT PA

:Al DEDE
NJ

RI
VT >

,

2. North Central ,

WI MN OH i

MI ND IN .

SD MO NB
IA KS,

. ,

3. Southeast
VA NC FL
WV SC MD
KY AL TN
GA DC

:
I

.

,



1TUGRAM SURVEY DATA

Page 3 of 10

Variable
Name

Variable
Description

'Col to Col engt
Missing Oat

Values
Value

Description
Format

GEOLOC Geographic Location (Continued) 4. South Central
AR LA MS
TX OK

5. Northw?st
% WA AL OR

.

ID N.CA
MT AK WY

6. Southwest
CO S. CA

NV NM UT
AZ

.

.

7. HI VI

PR Other

(Program Type)

ESL English As a Second Language 13 13 1 none 0. no
1. yes

1

7

BS Basic Skills in Education 14 14 1 none O. no

GED GED Preparation 15 none

1. yes,

O. no

ALTHS Alternative High School 16 . 1 none

1. y0
.

0.
t.

Credentialing Program 1. Is
VOC ' Vocational 17. 1 1 none 0. 4

1. yes

JOBTR Job Training 18 1: 1 none 0. no
1. yes

.
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CO

tr.dwori )UKVLT UA1A

Page 4 of 10

Record 2of 3
Variable
Name

Variable
Description Col to Col Length

Missing Oat
Values

OTHTYP Other 19 19 1 none

SITE Program Site 20 20 1 none

MOS Number of months program operates 21 22 2 99

DA Days per week in operation 23 23 1 9

HR Hours per day in operation 24 25 2 99

Cost per learner 26 29 4 9999

LOCFUND Local Funding Source 30 30 1 none

STAFUND State Funding Source 31 31 1 none

FEDFUND Federal Funding Source 32 32 1 none

PRIVFUND Private Funding Source 33 33 1 none

OTFUND Other Funding Source 34 34 1 none

AGE Age of Learners 35 35 1, 0

PCTMALE Percent of Males 36 38 3 999

ouu 97

Value
Description Format

. no
yes

1. rural
2. urban

3. suburban
0

(Possible values:' 01-12)

(Possible values: 01-7)

(Possible values: 01-24)

(Possible values: 0000-9998)

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

1. 16-20 years ,

2. 21-25 years
3. 26-30 years
4. 30+ years

(h:ssible values: 001-100)
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PROGRAM SURVEY

Variable Variable
Name Description Col to Col length

Missing Oat
Values

Page 5 of 10

Record 2of3

Value
Description Format

PCTFEM Percent of Females

RLO3

RL47

RL812

RLOT

NOLEARN

COMPLPRG

TCHTRNG

RET

PCTORP

REC

OR

COUN

°Reading Level 0-3

Reading Level 4-7

Reading Level 8-12

Reading Level Other

Number of Learners Served

Number of Learners Who Complete
Program

Teacher/Tutor Training

Retention a problem

Percent of Learners wflo drop out

Recruiting ,/

Orientation

Counseling

c

$

39 41

42 42

43 43

44 44

45 45

46 49

50 53

54 54

55 55

56 57

58 58

59 59

60 60

3

1

1

1

1

999

none

none

none

none

9999

9999

none

none

99

none

none

none

(Possible values: 001-100)

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

(Possible values: 0001-9998)

(Possible values: 0001-9998)

1. preservice
2. inservice
3. both

O. no
1. ye,

(Possible values: 01-50)

O. no
1. yes

O. no
1. yes

0. no
1. yes
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PRO6RAWSURVLY DATA
e?.

,Page 6 of 10

Record 2 of 3

Variable
Name

Variable
Description Col to Col Length

Missing Dat
Values

' Value
Description

DIAGT Diagnostic Testing 61 61 1 none. O. no

1. yes

TEAMTH Teaching Methods 62 62 none O. no

1. yes

IRSTMAT4 Instructional Materials 63 63 none O. no

1. yes

MEASPROG Measures of Learner Progress 64 64 none O. no
1. yes

FLWUP Learner Follow-up 65 65 none O. no
1. yes

EVAL Program Evaluation 66 6E none .
O. no
1. yes

RO1 # of Component rank ordered 67 68 99 . 01. Recruiting

#1
02. Orientation
03. Counseling
04. Diag. Testing
05. Teach. Methods

06. Instr. Materials

07. Meas. Learner Program
08. Learner Follow-9
09. Program Evaluation

R02 # of Component rank ordered 69 7 99 01. Recruiting'

#2
02. Orientation
03. Counseling
04. Diag. Testing

05. Teach. Methods
06. Instr. Materials

07. Meas. Learner Program
08. Learner Follow-up
09. Program Evaluation

101
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PRO6RAM. SURVEY DATA
Patie7 of10

Record 2 of 3

Variable Variable
Dat Value .Name Description Col to Col Length Values Description

! Format

R03 # of Component rank ordered 71 72 2 99 01. Recruiting 1

#3 02. Orientation
I

I

03. Counseling
1

04. Oiag. Testing
05. Teach.'Methods
06. Instr. Materials
07. Meas. Learner Program
08. Learner Follow-up
09. Program Evaluation

,
.

MATTYP Type of Instructional Materials 73 73 1 1. teacher made
2. commercial

,

1 3. both

RNO1 Recruitment 74 74 1 O. no
1. yes

613
RNO2 High Retention Rate 75 /5 1 O. no

1. yes

.
,RNO3 Results/Achievement 76 76 O. no

1. yes

RNO4 Deserves Emulation 77 77 1 O. no
1. yes,

.

RN05, Orientation 78 78 1 O. no
1. yes

RNO6 Counseling 79 79 1 O. no
1. yes

. .

RNO7 Learner Diagnostic Testing 80 80 1 O. no
1. yes

1
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PROGRAM SURVEY DATA
- Page 8 of 10

Record 3 of 3
Variable
Name

Variable (Ji

Description Col to Col Length
Missing Dat

Values
Value

Description F. rmat
CAR03/1 Card number

1 1 none 1. Card #1 .

2. Card f2
3. Card #3

PROGI03 Three digit program I.D.
. 2 4 3 none 4

RNO8 Instructional Methods 5 5 1 none O. noi

1. yes
.

RNO9
. Uses computer assisted instruction 6 6 1 none O. no

1. yes

RN1O Varied instructional materials 1 7 1 none O. no
..

1. yes

RN11 Assessment of Learner Skills
1 none O. no

1. yes
'

RN12 Learner Follow-up 9 9 1 none O. no
1. yes

.

1RN13 Program Evaluation 10 10 1 none O. no
1. yes

RN14 Results with low academic levels 11 11 1 none O. no
1. yes

RN15 ESL/Bilingual 12 12 1 none O. no
1. yes

RN16 Outreach-rural 13 13 1. none O. no .

1. yes

RN17 Outreach-homebound 14 14 1 °none O. no
1. yes

1105
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kitubRAM SURVEY DATA I
Page 9of10

71-----""
! Format

Variable
NaNance

Variable
Description Col ClCol

Missing Dat
-Values Description

Value

R3418 Outreael-disadvantaged, minorities 15 15 1 none 0. no
older,women 1. yes

RN19 Culturally-linked program 16 16 none 0. no ,,

-
.1 yes i

.

.

RN20 Emphasis on Analytical Skills 17 17 1 none 0. no
1. yes

RN21 Strong Program Philosophy 18 18 1 none 0. no
11. y es .

,

RN22 Identified Service Needs of Local 19 19 1 none 0. no
Area Linked to Network of 1. yes

'. Community

RN23 Linked to Network of Community 20. 20 none 0. no
and Social gervice Agencies 1. yes

.

RN24 COmplete Volunteer Mgmt. System 21 21 1 none 0. no
1. yes

RN25 Unusual Program Design, e.g., -,,, 22 22 1 none 0. no .

homebound 1. yes

RN26 Good Staff Training Program 23 23 1 none 0. no , .

1. yes

RN27 Large Program 24 24 1 none 0. no
1. yes

.
.

RN28 Sound Management Practices 25 none 0. no
1. yes

IN?9 Individualized Instruction 26 , 1 none 0. no
1. yes

a xr
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PROGRAM SURVEY-DAM--
PagelOof 10

Record 3 of 3

Variable
Name

Variable
Qprf:ription Col to Col Length

Missing Dat
Values

Value
Description Format

RN30 Strong Emphasis On Life Skills 27 27 1 none 0. no
1. yes

RN31 Strong Level of Funding 28 28 none 0. no

1. yes

RN32 Comprehensive Program (GED, ABE, 29 29 1 none 0. no
Life Skills, etc.) ., 1. yes

.

RN33 Stable Program 30 30 1 none 0. no

.

1. yes

RN34 Emphasis - Jod Readiness, Training 31 '31 1 none 0. no

1. yes

RN35 Links to Corporations 32
-

32
4..

1 none 0. no
41.

bound 1. yes

RN36 Services to Handicapped 33 33 1 pone 0. no
1. yes

RN37 Good Track Record ":. 34 1 none 0. no
1. yes

RN38 Prog-;gym provides readiness to ,..,u 35 1 no.ie 0. no
individuals least likely to 1. yes
come for services

0

,.
.

.

i
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* Far West Laboratory' for Educational Research and Development

National Adult LiteracyProject
The NETWORK, Inc.

April 27, 1984

TO: National Adult Literacy Experts and Practitioners

FROM: Margaret Robinson

RE: R&D Agenda Information Survey

Dear Colleagues:

The National Adult Literacy project is seeking assistance

rrom you and others in adult literacy to provide input for the

development of _is research and development agenda. We are trying

to identify areas where there are know.ledge gaps and research

needs for the development of this agenda.

We are seeking two types of information:

1) Information on research that has been conducted on

adult literacy in academic settings and in research

organizations, so that this researco will not be

duplicated; and

2) Ideas and topics for research and development
activities that have the highest payoff for practi-

tioners.

Your input can help shape existing research frameworks and

help define what ought to be done for future literacy projects.

We ask that you describe the research activities and your

ideas and suggestions for the R&D agenda items in ore or two

paragraphs. A list of preliminary research topics has been

included for your information.

In exchange for your participation in providing information

about research activ.!ties, and contributing ideas for the

development of the R&D agenda, we will share this information

with you when it is completed.

Enclosed, you will find the research information, the R&D

agenda surveys, and a stamped envelope for your convenience.

Please return the information to my attention at the Far West

Laboratory by the end of May.

Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California 94103
(415) 585-3150
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To: NALP Experts and Practitioners
April 27, 1984
Page Two

Thank you in advance for the information you will be

providing. We look forward to hearing from you and including
your contribution into the work of the project.

Sincerely,

/144.-140.-00-P-

Margaret Robinson,
Project Director

MR: rc

Enclosures

°



R&D AGENDA ITEMS

The topics presented here are possible items for the R&D

agenda. They were gathered from presentations made at the con-

ference, from a review of the literature, and from practitioners

and others. Additional ideas and agenda items will emerge from

the research we are conducting, and from other project activi-

ties. Undoubtedly there will be some changes in the topics and

refinement of the content. Your ideas and suggestions will be

important in contributing to what the final R&D agenda will look

like. Topics generated as possible R&D agenda items are:

I. Develop a national data bank on adult literacy programs:

the data bank would include descriptive proliles of

successful programs or successful program components

that would serve as resources or facilitate linkages for

practitioners and literacy training providers to help

improve program practices.

2. Establish linkages among state and local adult literacy

councils and the variety of state funded, volunteer, and

community based programs to promote and support adult

literacy development.

3. Conduct a research study to identify problems associated

with displacement of illiterate workers due to

technology and shifts in the world market. Identify the

different kinds of kncwledge and skills needed by adults

for the future, in business and industry and identify

93
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language, in a highly literate and technologically com-

plex society, or who may come from cultures in which

there is little or no literacy and/or technology.

8. Determine to what extent methods and approaches to

literacy development in other countries are applicable

to literacy programs in the Uni.ted States, given the

difference between the United States and less developed

nations in which adults lack formal education.

9. Conduct a research project that will identify and or

isolate the differences between the development of

literacy skills during childhood and literacy develop-

ment in adulthood, including the time required to learn

language and literacy. Identify the special require-

ments of adults learning languages and literacy skills.

Identify the critical elements associated with

transgenerational illiteracy.

10. Identify approaches that utilize technology in adult

education and develop training packages to broaden the

use of technology in the development and delivery of

instructional systems in adult literacy education.

11. Develop a clearly articulated national )licy that would

give adult literacy development parity with childhood

education and other adult education, and training activi-

ties.
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existing (re) training programs for referral of dis-

placed workers.

Identify some personal coping strategies

necessary for helping displaced workers make the transi-

tion from worker to trainee.

Design and develop a model program collaboratively

with the public and private sectors tnat support train-

ing of displaced workers.

Identify successful strategies for teaching ESL students

and examine these strategies for their transferability

to non-ESL students. Devise a system that will assist

non-ESL teachers to implement these strategies success-

fully.

5. De'velop a new definition of adult literacy based on

current literature and research.

6. Design a system to enable practitioners and researchers

to better understand the adult literacy problem in the

United States, including:

1. how to best define the illiterate population

2. how to assess the skills and knowledge level
of adults who enroll in literacy programs

3. how to identify the adults with learning
disabilities.

7. Develop intervention strategies to address and respond

to problems, both eAotional and functional, of newly

arrived immigrars who must learn English as a second

95
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p
12. Develop a model program in coordination with national

volunteer organizations to develop and implement

effective. strategies for the systematic recruitment and

training of volunteer staff to provide adult ljteracy

training within the existing learning delivery system.

13. Identify those key factors in adult literacy programs

that contribute to the enhancement of the quality of

life for the learner according to the learner's goals

and aspirations.

14. Identify .key factors, other than the GED exam, that

adult learners use to measure their own success.

15. Establish an effective communication system and a common

language for interaction between education, business and

industry to define literacy requirements necessary for

the acquisition of higher order basic skills for future

productivity.

16. Develop recruitment strategies to successfully enroll

older adults in literacy programs.

17. Assist adult education policy makers and administrators

in the recruitment and training of teachers who would

serve es role models for adult literacy development.



The NatIonid Adult
Mummy Project

THE WHITE PAPER

Description

o The White Paper is a report on current problems or obstaclei in

adult literacy development, with particular emphasis on recom-
mendations for decisions to be made and actions to be taken.

o The audience for the White Paper is policy makers at various
levels of government and influential others who make decisions,
and initiate actions related to adult literacy.

o The problems to be discussed in the White Paper will not deal

with specific instructional programs, strategies, or materials,

since instructional maters are the focus bf other project

activities.

o The problems will deal with influences on instruction and
learning, such as:

- polic:4s and practices of agencies involved in adult
literacy development

-general program planning and management concerns

- social climate
- resouryes (personnel, information, materials)

o Examples of possible problems In the above areas include:

- inconsistency of ABE standards within and across states

- absence of clear objectives for adult literacy development

- lack of public awareness and support
- lack of information on effective programs

Proceoures for paparation

o. Problems to be discussed in the White Paper will be identified

through:

- nominations of project consultants and interested others

- a review of conference proceedings
- a review of the literature and of data related to literacy

and literacy programs

o For each problem, .a knowledgeable individual will be identified,

Nominations will be obtained from project consultants and
interested others.



o A tentative list of problems and contributors will be developed

and circulated to project consultants for review and comment.

o Once the list is final, contributors will be asked to prepare an

8-10 page paper on the problem about which they are knoWledge-

able. Each paper will include a brief discussion of the nature

of the problem, but will focus on specific recommendations for

decisions /actions.

o Papers, when completed, will be circulated to all White Paper

contributors, along with a summery of the specific recommenda-

tions made and a draft statement of any overall policy recom-

mendations that may emerge.

o A 2-1/2 day workshop will be held for all White Paper contribu-

tors to discuss and reach agreement on the overall and specific

recommendations proposed.

o A draft White Paper will be constructed based on the individual

papers and on workshop outcomes.

o The draft White Paper will be circulated to all contributors and

to project consultants for review and comment.

o A final White Paper will be prepared based on comments received.

o A separate document consisting of the individual papers of White

Paper contributors will be prepared.

a



The Nation ill Adult
iltormay Project

NOMINATIONS FOR WHITE PAPER PROBLEMS/OBSTACLES

AND CONTRIBUTORS

Name

PROBLEM/OBSTACLE CONTRIBUTOR

Name:

How to Contact:

Name:

How to Contact:

2. Name:

How to Contact:

Name:

Haw to Contact:

Name:

How to Contact:

Name:

How to Contact: .

TcontiiiiRT
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4. Name:

How to Contact:

Name:

How to Contact:

5. Name:

How to Contact:

Name:

How to Contact:

COMMENTS:

a-

t

Return to: Janet McGrail, Far West Laboratory, 1855 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
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